U.S. MILITARY SEX-ABUSE CONVICTIONS IN 2011

The US armed forces had a total of 3,192 reports of sexual abuse in fiscal year 2011. Here is how they were handled.

3,192 reports of sexual abuse
2,439 prosecutable 'unrestricted' cases*
1,518 investigations ordered
989 referrals for disciplinary action**
489 court-martial charges
240 trials
191 convictions

*of these:
349 cases unfounded
225 offender unknown
122 offender is foreign national
129 civilian/foreign court prosecuting
10 suspects died
86 case reports pending leaving 1,518 investigations ordered

**of these:
187 nonjudicial punishments
48 administrative discharges
67 other adverse administrative actions
198 probable cause only for non-sexual assault offense
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